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Brainstorming ideas to do for my final project and I thought about running 

routes since running is a big part of my life.  I googled “running route art” for 

inspiration. 



To have more options for my final project, Karen suggested conducting a 

survey in order to gather more information about myself. 



Here are some of the questions I asked for my survey. 



This was the question I used to jumpstart my final project.  The intent 

was find words that people used to describe me and run those words 

and track it using my GPS watch. 







Two people were able to fill out my survey.  Out of all the questions I used 

this one to help create my final project.  The idea was to find words that 

people used to describe me then run those words on the streets or at least 

attempt it. 



Wrote these notes down when I decided I wanted to run routes 

for my final art project.   





After the first run, I was 

feeling hot so I had to take 

off my sweatpants and put 

on some shorts.  I ran with 

this map the entire time so I 

had an idea on where I was 

going.  The map was very 

helpful because otherwise I 

would have been very lost. 



Taken during the first run. 



The second run was successful but it took the 

longest to run. 



Third run I was feeling mentally and physically exhausted 

but I pushed through and finished it.  The sky was starting 

to get dark after I finished ask you can see. 





Not my final 

end product 

but I 

wanted to 

show the 

word I was 

trying to run 

which was 

“active.” 



The next 

word I 

tried 

running 

was 

“selfless.” 



Last word I ran was 

“driven.” 



In order to export it to Google Earth, I had to sync my watch to Garmin Connect then go 

to options shown here and download it. 



My routes weren’t syncing onto Strava which is the app I wanted to use to 

showcase my routes so I had to manually upload them each by downloading them 

as a GPX.  I was debating on using Strava or Garmin Connect for my final so I did 

both and compared how each map on both apps. 



I downloaded the routes I ran on Google Earth so that you could see the 

neighborhoods and obstacles I had to go through in order to complete 

this project. 







Decided to go with Garmin Connect since it showed my stats for each run and looked clean.  

Here’s a screenshot of my final project.  It’s a 10x10 image of the word/route I wanted to run 

and what I actually ran when I went out and did it.  The words I ran were driven, selfless, and 

active. 














































































